Add Bing Maps Image and/or Roads

**DID YOU KNOW . . .** you can directly add the Microsoft Bing Maps reference layer to your TNTmips view selecting from aerial, roads, or combined styles?

What Adding Microsoft’s Bing Maps to View Gives You

- Provides detailed global image and/or road reference themes
- Add to any view using any CRS and any zoom level
- Use as reference layer in the Editor to create or update elements

Choices when you click on Microsoft Bing Maps icon

When you click on the Microsoft Bing Maps icon, you choose between Bing’s Aerial (shown right), Roads, or Aerial with Labels theme (illustrated below).

The illustration above shows the Microsoft Bing Maps reference layer (Aerial with Labels style) displayed with a local vector layer.

The illustration at the right shows an editable vector layer displayed over Microsoft Bing Maps as a reference image in the Editor.

How to Add Microsoft’s Bing Maps to View

- In the Display/Layer Manager click on the Microsoft Bing Maps icon and choose the theme of your choice to add the Bing Maps global image/road coverage.
- Zoom to the desired location using Reposition or Zoom tools in the View toolbar.
- Change the theme and other layer parameters using the Layer Controls.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Search the information available on MicroImages’ Website